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found that The Simpsons is an effective pedagogical tool for demonstrating sociological concepts and fostering students' understanding of the course material.
Over the last 10 years, this prime-time situation comedy has both reflected and contributed to American popular culture, and has been critically acclaimed for its commentaries on "America's quick-fix, onehour -photo, instant-oatmeal society" ("Bart's Inner Child" IFOS1) .The Simpsons portrays a mini-society that encompasses all of the major social institutions-education, family, mass media, government, religion, the economy-through the experiences of the "nuclear family" and their local community. The intersection of culture, social psychology, and social structure helps create "Springfield, U.S.A. , " the Simpson's hometown, as a microcosm of mainstream American society.2 By presenting issues and IThese are the official production codes used by Fox Broadcasting so that episodes can be identified with production and syndication sched-. ules.
2There are 53 cites named "Springfield" in the United States, making it one of the most common geographic names in the country (Getty ideas central to the study of sociology in the context of this animated society, this resource encourages students to think critically about course concepts, thus enhancing lectures, discussions, and readings.
POPULAR CULTURE AS A PEDAGOGICAL RESOURCE
Our idea builds upon a tradition of successful use of popular culture within the classroom. Television (Cantor 1991; Douglas and Olson 1995; Olson and Douglas 1997; Snow 1983 ) and feature films (Burton 1988; Hannon and Marullo 1988; Loewen 1991; Prendergast 1986; Smith 1973 Smith , 1982 Tipton and Tiemann 1993; Tolich 1992) have an established place in sociological pedagogy, and continue to be utilized in creative and effective ways (Leblanc 1997; Valdez and Halley 1999) . More recently, additional forms of popular culture have been successfully introduced into the classroom, particularly popular music (Ahlkvist 1999; Armstrong 1993; Martinez 1994 Martinez , 1995 Walczak and Reuter 1994) , comic books (Hall and Lucal 1999) and newspaper comics (Schacht and Stewart 1990; Snyder 1997) .
The extensive literature offers ideas for implementing popular culture using numerous approaches for a wide variety of sociological courses, covering methodological, theoretical and substantive topics. For example, Leblanc (1997) demonstrates how feature film analyses help students practice ethnographic observation,s as training for their final methodology project. The author reports that students are able to recognize methodological strategies through simulated "reel" life subcultures within films, and apply these techniques to their real life data analyses. Similarly, Martinez (1995) documents that students can recognize theories of deviant behavior through a content analysis
Research Institute). The show's creators have intentionally concealed the regional location of Springfield so as to maintain its generality in mainstream American culture.
of popular song lyrics. The author provides audio and written lyrics of popular music to "create a unique learning environment, foster class discussion, and help students question assumptions about themselves and others " (1995:415) . Finally, the literature provides resources for utilizing popular culture across a wide spectrum of substantive topics, including the sociology of sport (Snyder 1997) , race, class and gender inequality (Hall and Lucal 1999; Loewen 1991; Martinez 1994) , medical sociology (Pescosolido 1990 ), social problems (Hannon and Marullo 1988) , and social movements (DeFronzo 1982) among others (see Burton 1988) .
In a number of classroom contexts, popular culture stimulates class discussion (Martinez 1994; Snyder 1997) , fosters critical thinking skills (Remender 1992; Snow 1983; Valdez and Halley 1999) , improves student comprehension (Ahlkvist 1999; Walczak and Reuter 1994) , and encourages individuals to develop a sociological imagination (Burton 1988; Prendergast 1986; Tipton and Tiemann 1993) . To summarize, these studies demonstrate the immense value of popular culture for the sociological classroom through a variety of topics and pedagogical techniques.
This paper presents The Simpsons as an important contribution to the use of popular culture in teaching sociology. Due to its topical relevance to current events, its critical commentary, and its ability to engage students in the active learning process, The Simpsons provides an ideal resource for helping students to think and see "sociologically. "
THE SIMPSONS AND SOCIOLOGY
The Simpsons is currently the longest running prime-time show on television, airing more than 240 episodes since its premier in 1990. During that time, the show has been transformed from its original satirical focus on a dysfunctional nuclear family (Larson 1993 ) to a more recent focus on the interactions between individual family members and the larger community. The Simpsons broadly represents contemporary American culture, and has been described as "a funhouse mirror reflection of the 'average' American family, as it still persists in our national imagination" (MacGregor 1999:27) . The show reflects current events and everyday social interactions in a comedic narrative. For example, recent episodes have involved the California Proposition 187 anti-immigrant movement, female entry into an all-male military school, a municipal debate over legalized casino gambling, gun control, the role of educational and religious socialization in promoting adolescent conformity, the threat of corporate downsizing, protest over logging natural habitats, medical treatment of attention deficit disorder, and a teachers' strike in opposition to school funding cuts.
These "real-life" illustrations provide an excellent foundation for lectures and classroom discussion on a number of topics. For example, in "Lisa on Ice" (2F05) curriculum requirements for physical education class force the eight-year old daughter to play hockey. Lisa becomes the first girl in league play, illustrating gender issues and the sharply divided parenting roles of the mother and father. When Lisa's team plays her brother Bart's team in the championship game, their mother tries to minimize the importance of competition, while their father aggressively challenges them to fight mercilessly "to win your parents' love." "Lisa on Ice" includes additional themes of deviance, media socialization, the role of public education, riot behavior, and the pervasiveness of sport in society. This single episode demonstrates a variety of sociological topics.
The Simpsons is an ideal classroom resource because it addresses sociology's major themes. Following the outline of an introductory text, it is easy to find episodes relevant to virtually any lecture topic. In addition to introductory sociology, The Simpsons can be useful for upper-level courses in criminology, education, family, globalization, social psychology, social movements, and race, class, and gender stratification, among others. Sociological references are more than fleeting critiques in the show, but rather, are often thoroughly developed illustrations of the causes and consequences of various social processes. For example, images of adolescent deviance are common throughout the show, and are supplemented with numerous references to the role of the family, peers, schools, and law enforcement in promoting conformity and preventing delinquency.
The episode "Lisa vs. Malibu Stacy" (IFI2) highlights gender and deviance themes. The Simpson daughter is outraged because her talking doll encourages little girls to reproduce patriarchal gender roles: "Let's buy makeup so the boys will like us." The episode traces Lisa's attempts to voice her concern to school friends and family. She critiques the doll's corporate manufacturer, addresses the issue of workplace sexual harassment, and eventually promotes her own doll that serves as a positive role model. As the excited girls rush to purchase Lisa's new doll, one minority child encourages her friends: "Keep running, we're almost there." This episode typifies the series in that it addresses key sociological concepts like consumerism, inequality, gender socialization, and patriarchy, and how these concepts manifest themselves within society. Table I provides a more detailed sample of the many sociological themes embedded within The Simpsons.
Practical and logistical considerations also make using the show beneficial. An entire episode is approximately 22 minutes long, leaving plenty of time for same-day lecture and discussion. The complexity of the content also allows points to be made in much shorter clips of less than five minutes as opposed to showing an episode in its entirety. Such versatility allows easy integration in a lesson plan for a lecture of 500 introductory students, or more intense upper-level seminar discussions.
Finally, students are excited about the episodes, perhaps the strongest asset of The Simpsons as a pedagogical resource. They and Social Change anti-pornography and censorship, 1960s counterculture, gay rights, the Green "Bart's Inner-Child" (IF05) movement, and prohibition activities "Homer versus the 18th Amendment" (4FI5) -Collective behavior processes including mob mentality, panic about Spring-Mayor Quimby: "Are these protesters getting louder field's destruction from a comet, and sports rioting or dumber?" ("Much Apu about Nothing" 3F20)
Crime, Law, and Crimi--Attention is focused on inept police chief and his officers as they confront illegal "Home the Vigilante" (IF09) nat Justice drugs, organized crime, stalking, terrorism, juvenile delinquency, and violence "The Springfield Connection" (2F21) among other criminal activity in Springfield "Homer Buys a Gun" (5FOI ) -Includes exploits of career criminal Snake and repeat offender Sideshow Bob Bart: "Do you have room in your jail for a two-time -Illustrations of justice system including the death penalty, police brutality, loser?" prisons, inequality, discretion, and sentencing Police Chief: "No, but that never stopped us before. " ("Black WIdower" 8F20) " historical myths (Whacking Day and Springfield's history) and religious fundamentalism while struggling to be the "smart kid" in school -Examines the nature of work not only as a source of income but also as identity as "Bums Verkaufen der Kraftwerk" (8F09) exhibited by a bartender, convenience store clerk, educator, factory worker, "Labor Union" (9F15) government bureaucrat, minister, police officer, school bus driver, small business "Marge Gets a Job" (9F05) owner and other members of Springfield's economy "The Old Man and Lisa" (4F17) -Includes illustrations of alienation, complex organizations, corporate takeovers, Homer: "My job is my identity. If I'm not a safety downsizing, entrepreneurship, job transitions, harassment, strike activities, and watch-you-call-it, I'm nothing. " (8F09) unemployment -Attention is focused on the Springfield Elementary School and issues including "Principal Skinner Gets Fired" (lF18) school bureaucracy and funding, standardized testing, quality of educational "Teachers' Strike" (2F19) instruction and facilities, tracking "Lisa Becomes a Vegetarian" (3F03) -Examines important child development and interaction patterns including bully-"Separate Vocations" (8F15) ing, in-group versus out-group identities, and rivalries with specific focus on the Sign claims: Career Aptitude Normalizing Testing difficulties the Simpson daughter has being an overachiever in a sub-par world (CANT) Center: Determining your future since J956. After becoming familiar with The Simpsons' as a source of sociological content and learning, instructors will find numerous opportunities to incorporate the show into their particular classroom. While specific strategies for using The Simpsons will vary according to the unique style of the instructor, we. offer some general approaches that we have found to be successful. To fully utilize this resource, it is necessary to supplement each episode with discussion and/or critical thinking exercises. We have directed students to look for sociological concepts in the video, and then to identify their origins and relevance to class material through followup discussion or a written essay. For example, in "Scenes from a Class Struggle in Springfield" (3Fll) , the Simpson family tries to impress the local elite to obtain membership in an exclusive country club. For this episode, we guided student viewing with specific questions in addition to a list of characters that they were asked to categorize by class status. How are the different classes presented in course readings illustrated in the show? How is class viewed? What kinds of portrayals of rich, working class, and poor characters are used? How do the creators use audio and visual cues and stereotypes that depict class status? This activity encourages students to search for and ques3Theauthorsof the paper are willingto provideadditional direction,information, or suggestions to assist in the implementationof this teachingtool.
4Letters of request should be sent to Fox Broadcasting Company, Attn: Legal Affairs, P.O. Box900, BeverlyHills, CA90213-0900. tion class, wealth, and status indicators within the episode.
Another successful idea involves screening the first half of an episode that parallels a particular course topic. Then, by stopping the episode at an appropriate mid-point, we discuss what outcome students expect based on course readings and lectures. For example, in "Homer's Phobia" (4Fll) the Simpsons meet John, an eccentric business owner, who quickly becomes a close friend of the family. We pause the tape after Homer, the father, realizes that John is gay and becomes furious. In small group discussions students identify possible explanations for his homophobic reaction, predict its effect on the family's friendship, and provide a sociological explanation for Homer's reaction and their prediction for the result. Thus, students must look beyond stereotypical images of homophobic prejudice to challenge critically homophobia's sources and deconstruct these attitudes. We raise specifically issues of masculinity, child socialization, stereotypes, and tolerance. By pausing the episode, student groups have time to generate a number of unique and original ideas for the episode's ending by applying their own sociological imagination to the story line. Discussion after viewing the entire episode focuses on the determinants of each group's predicted outcome. Why did they differ from the show's actual conclusion wherein Homer finally accepts John as a friend after realizing his fears were largely based on stereotypes? This technique is effective even for students who have previously seen "Homer's Phobia" because they must' apply the sociological perspective to their interpretation of the show. Students are highly responsive to this critical thinking exercise, panicularly because they are asked to use their sociological imaginations to predict outcomes by synthesizing course material with their own observations.
EVALUATION
We distributed questionnaires following the implementation of this teaching technique to measure students' assessment of using The Simpsons in the sociology classroom. Table  2 presents empirical data from anonymous, open-ended evaluations of these exercises for two separate upper-level classes in social stratification. In addition we refer to subjective and objective end-of-quarter evaluations from 15 previous courses that utilized The Simpsons. Table 2 reports overwhelming positive response with regard to the show. It helps illustrate concepts, complements class lecture and discussion, and helps students think critically about course material. Favorable responses indicate that students enjoyed watching the show, but more importantly revealed that The Simpsons enabled them to see sociology in new ways that reinforced one-dimensional readings or lectures. In fact, several students commented that they could no longer watch The Simpsons recreationally, their view of it "contaminated" by its sociology. The quotation sample provided in Table 2 illustrates that students support this teaching technique as an asset to the sociological classroom. 5 Furthermore, the end-of-quarter evaluations indicate that the value of The Simpsons impresses students beyond questionnaires given immediately after a viewing. Openended evaluations suggest that students apply critical thinking skills beyond a one-time class viewing. For example, comments from recitation sections of an introductory sociolSusing The Simpsons has partially contributed to significantly higher quantitative end-ofquarter evaluations for our classes. Consistent with Martinez (1995) the average of our scores on the anonymous standardized Student Evaluation of Instruction reports from Winter 1996 to Winter 1999 are higher when compared to similar classes in the Department of Sociology. The mean score for the authors was 4.48 versus 4.15 for other classes in the department of sociology with a T-value for the difference being -5.29, which is significant in two tails at a p-Ievel less than .001. Data were derived from 10 classes of introductory sociology and 5 classes in contemporary world societies with over 750 students. We recognize that other factors contribute to these scores; therefore, they should be interpreted conservatively. Sample quotations from open-ended evaluations of The Simpsons: " The Simpsons is packed full of little bits that occur in society. " "I have always watched The Simpsons with a 'sociological perspective' and I am glad that it was used in this class. I believe the show is created for humor, but primarily to display social injustices in our society." "I personally believe that The Simpsons program is almost pure sociology. With regard to the humor, we need to be able to laugh at this stuff -it is serious, but makes it easier to deal with." "It helps illustrate the concepts by over-emphasizing the (class) distinctions and adding humor to help people recognize the differences and their absurdity." "The Simpsons is an accurate yet compact reflection of society. Therefore, I feel that it provides a 'model-sized' world to think critically about course material." "It allows us the chance to apply what we learned and read about to everyday life. Who would have ever thought a cartoon show could be so meaningful?" ogy course (N= 100 students) claim that "Watching The Simpsons was a good way to incorporate sociology views and theories into everyday life" and that "(The Simpsons video) was helpful in applying the material that we had learned." As a note of caution, these end-of quarter results should be interpreted conservatively due to their limited ability to "prove" the effectiveness of The Simpsons. That is, they do not isolate the specific use of the show from the remaining course content.
CHALLENGES AND PRECAUTIONS
Incorporating The Simpsons into the sociology classroom requires precautions that merit attention beyond the general preparations noted above. The satirical nature of the show can do a disservice to course content and goals if not properly addressed. Simpson's satire demands special consideration. Specifically, the use of stereotypes to convey themes and defme the context of the show and its characters is potentially problematic. For example, regular characters include the corrupt police chief, a Hindu convenience store clerk, the Kennedyesque six-term mayor, and a gay man hiding his sexual orientation from his supervisor. It is possible that some students may miss the satire behind these stereotypes, potentially undermining the value of the lesson plan.
In our experience however, students do critically challenge these stereotypes, and question their origins and influences. In fact, the satirical images are so exaggerated that we actually use them in lecture and discussion to highlight the topic of stereotypes and their effects. One of our exercises specifically asks students to identify stereotypes while watching an episode. We ask students to list four stereotypes in the video, and then write a short paragraph about each one that addresses the source of these stereotypes, their accuracy, and the potential harm they may cause to individuals or groups. Reaction essays reveal that stereotypical images in The Simpsons are not reinforced and perpetuated, but rather, sociology students identify and critically assess these stereotypical images. As one student wrote: "Shows like The Simpsons based on making a mockery out of stereotypes can work to bring such stratification realities in the front of people's minds." Another student added: "It helps illustrate these concepts and shows the stupidity of their existence." These responses confirm Beeman and Volk' s (1996) and Davidson's (1987) findings that the use of ethnic jokes and stereotypes can successfully challenge students to critique these images and their discriminatory effects.
These studies imply that humor and satire can be effective techniques for challenging students to think critically (see also Kirman 1993; Reeves 1996) ; however, there is always the potential that some students may miss the point of satirical references. Because The Simpsons address important sociological concepts, it is essential that students interpret the satire so as not to trivialize the significance of a particular topic. As Schacht and Stewart (1990) suggest, humor must clearly relate to the topic at hand, and should not isolate or mock a particular perspective if it is to contribute positively to the classroom. As Table 2 illustrates, student evaluations of the use of The Simpsons in our courses suggest that the exaggerated story lines and cartoon format clearly mark the show as satire, and students have little trouble interpreting the content as such. However, one international student found the material difficult to follow, largely because of the satirical nature of the show. This critique is understandable because much of the show's content focuses on the subtleties of American cultural norms and values. Accordingly, and with any use of popular culture, special consideration should be exercised when presenting satire in a course setting with students unfamiliar with aspects of American culture.
Finally, while multicultural in many ways, the show focuses on the experience of white America and the "traditional" nuclear family. Homer warns his wife following an evening concert at a downtown park: "These streets aren't safe for us upper-lower-middle class types" ("The Springfield Connection" 2F21). Students should be made aware of the origins, influences, and biases of this mainstream perspective. For example, a discussion question that incorporates multiple viewpoints could be: "What did Homer discover by successfully taking on 'the role of the other' and looking at the immigration debate through the lens of an immigrant threatened by stricter laws?" ("Much Apu about Nothing") . If properly acknowledged and addressed, The Simpsons challenges students to look beyond their traditional means of understanding society from a single perspective.
CONCLUSION
We have had tremendous success using The Simpsons to illustrate sociological themes and concepts in our classes. Students can relate to the show and by engaging them in critical discussions, the show is a valuable pedagogical resource to the sociology curriculum. The true indication of successful teaching is measured by the students' ability to grasp course material effectively, and then use that knowledge beyond the classroom. The Simpsons provides a wonderful way to accomplish this goal.
